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Parents Meeting
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Thursday 8 September

What are your red hat feelings
about the teaching of SRE?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydrtF45-y-g

Why do we teach SRE ?
What is the aim?

The aim of RSE is to give young people the information they need to help them
develop healthy, nurturing relationships of all kinds, not just intimate
relationships. It should enable them to know what a healthy relationship looks
like and what makes a good friend, a good colleague and a successful marriage or
other type of committed relationship. It should also cover contraception,
developing intimate relationships and resisting pressure to have sex (and not
applying pressure). It should teach what is acceptable and unacceptable behaviour
in relationships.
This will help pupils understand the positive effects that good relationships have
on their mental wellbeing, identify when relationships are not right and
understand how such situations can be managed.
Effective RSE does not encourage early sexual experimentation. It should teach
young people to understand human sexuality and to respect themselves and
others. I

It enables young people to mature, build their confidence and
self-esteem and understand the reasons for delaying sexual
activity.
Effective RSE also supports people, throughout life, to develop safe,
fulfilling and healthy sexual relationships, at the appropriate time.
It is taught in a non-judgemental, factual way and allow scope for
young people to ask questions in a safe environment

SRE relates to many of the Articles. H ere are some of them:

Food for
thought…

Let’s listen to our children… what are they asking for?

Examples of questions we pose as teaching points in different year
groups across the school.
●
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Year 1
What different ways can you
be touched? How do they
feel? (e.g. hugs, tickling, kisses
and punches)
What could you do if being
touched makes you feel
uncomfortable or unsafe.
What does it mean to keep
something private? (Inc. body
parts)
Surprise vs secrets. When
and why is it important to ask
for permission to touch
others? How do we ask for
permission to touch others?
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Year 2
How do our bodies change
and grow?
(Human life cycle, how our
needs and bodies change as
we grow up.)
How are girls and boys
bodies different and what do
we call them? (including
external genitalia. E.g.
vagina, penis, testicles)
Year 3
What different types of
families can there be? (single
parents, same-sex parents,
step-parents, blended
families, foster and adoptive
parents)
What might make someone
in your family upset? Who
would you tell if family
relationships are making
you feel unsafe?
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Year 4
Why are personal
hygiene routines
during puberty so
important? Include
washing regularly
and
using deodorant.
How and with whom
should we discuss
the
challenges of
puberty? Address
appropriate forums
(not the playground)
and trusted adults.
How and where can I
get information, help
and advice about
puberty? (

Year 5 SRE lesson teaching points:
Lesson 1:
➔ What are the main stages of the human life cycle and how do our bodies change as
we grow up? (HE)
Lesson 2
➔ What are some of the changes that happen to our bodies during puberty? What are
the male and female body parts and how do they differ? (HE)
Lesson 3
➔ How does puberty affect the reproductive organs? Which physical and emotional
changes occur during puberty? Which changes happen to our bodies that allow us to
reproduce? (HE)
➔ Include menstrual wellbeing, strategies to manage the changes during puberty
including menstruation and hygiene. (HE)
➔ Key facts to include: the menstrual cycle, erections and wet dreams. (HE)
➔ What is your identity? About personal identity and what contributes to it, including
race, sex, gender, family, faith, culture, hobbies, likes/dislikes. Does our biological
genitalia determine which gender we identify as? (E) ➔ How can we recognise, respect
and express our individuality and personal qualities? Discuss ways to boost mood and
improve emotional wellbeing. Discuss the link between participating in interests,
hobbies and community groups and mental wellbeing. (E)

Year 6 SRE lesson teaching points:
Lesson 1
How and why do our bodies change during puberty and prepare for reproduction? Things that
affect feelings both positively and negatively. Strategies to identify and talk about their
feelings.About some of the different ways people express feelings e.g. words, actions, body
language. Recognise how feelings can change overtime and become more or less powerful
Lesson 2
What emotional and physical behaviours occur to our relationships? (RE) Discuss different
types of adult relationships and what forms of touching are appropriate
in relationships?(RE)
➔ What does it mean to be attracted to someone? Understand that people who love each
other can be of any gender, ethnicity or faith. (RE)
➔What are the qualities of a healthy relationship? Discuss everyone's right to be loved, the
difference between gender identity and sexual orientation. (RE)
➔How do couples show their love and commitment to one another? Address marriages are a
formal and legal commitment of 2 people, forced marriages and how to get help.
Lesson 3
What does it mean to have an intimate relationship between consenting adults? How
does pregnancy occur?
➔How can we prevent pregnancy? (SRE)
Lesson 4
➔What are positive and negative ways of communicating in a relationship? (RE)

Any questions?

Where does SRE fit into the National
Curriculum?
Statutory requirements in Science.
⦿ Pupils should be taught to:
› describe the differences in the life cycles of a
mammal.
› describe the life process of reproduction in animals.
› describe the changes as humans develop to old age.
They should learn about the changes experienced in
puberty.
› recognise that living things produce offspring of the
same kind, but normally offspring vary and are not
identical to their parents.

Where does SRE fit into the
National Curriculum?
Requirements in PSHE.
⦿

Schools should have clear parameters on what
children will be taught in the transition year before
moving to secondary school.
› This should include:
› changes in the body related to puberty, such as
periods and voice breaking;
› when these changes are likely to happen and
what issues may cause young people anxiety and
how they can deal with these;
› how a baby is conceived and born; and
› Relationships.

